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At the CONUL conference in Athlone in June, Professor Sarah Moore, Chair of the National Forum for
Enhancement of Teaching and Learning and Associate Vice President Academic at the University of Limerick
spoke about the role of librarians in teaching and learning. According to Professor Moore, great libraries risk
going unnoticed because they are always there and quietly get on with doing their job. Just as in the
illustration above, there is lots going on under the surface in most libraries. However, unless we shout about
it, no-one will ever know. It is important therefore that we, as health librarians, talk about and promote the
work we are doing.
Email us with details of projects and events you are collaborating on, or innovations you have brought to your
organisation. Let us celebrate your success via HINT and share your achievements with a wider audience.
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EAHIL Workshop at Edinburgh 2015
By Aoife Lawton
I wasn’t expecting Edinburgh to be sunny, never mind warm. Previous trips to Scotland involved clattering
teeth and a variety of scarves, hats and woollen wears. I was one of those unfortunates who managed to go
to Edinburgh to celebrate New Year’s Eve on one of the few years that Hogmanay was cancelled due to high
winds. Thankfully the EAHIL workshop and conference seems to bring sunshine to some countries for the
duration of the event. Like Ireland in June 2009, Scotland also received its fair share in June 2015. I refer to
the weather because, besides the fact that it is a national obsession, the weather does in fact have an impact
of how people feel (Howarth & Hoffman, 1984). In June a bit of sunshine can go a long way to improving
everyone’s mood and enthusiasm. Every second year EAHIL is run as a workshop, as opposed to a
conference. I hadn’t fully realised this until Louise Farragher explained it to me. I now have a good
understanding of the difference, having attended both. For those of you who, perhaps like myself, were
oblivious to this nuance, the workshop involves
work with a capital ‘W’. It is a series of parallel
continuing professional development sessions,
some of them lasting a full day. The conference on
the other hand, comprises your typical keynote
speakers, a few parallel sessions, with minimum
participation. Essentially it is less work. So you
have been warned.
I realised a few months before the workshop that I
was going to have to roll up my sleeves and do
some thinking pre-and post-workshop. This is the
first time I had to fill in a pre-workshop/conference
survey. Participation in this event was at an all time
high. The EAHIL organisers were contacting people before the workshop to fill in an online survey. The
purpose of the survey was to determine what people wanted to learn at the workshop, specifically what
types of research methods people were interested in and just how interested everyone was in particular
approaches to research. This brings me to the theme of EAHIL 2015 ‘Research-minded: supporting,
understanding, conducting research’. I knew when I saw the theme that this was right up my street and is
exactly the type of topic that moves the profession of health science librarianship forwards. The preworkshop survey was a simple stroke of genius. It meant that everyone who was interested in attending had
a say in the content and the result was an event packed with informative sessions, with something in it for
everyone. The preparatory work did not, unfortunately, end there. I was contacted by email by at least two
separate workshop presenters with homework. I was to read three papers in preparation for one of the
sessions I’d signed up to and I was requested to answer a series of questions for another session. You can
see where this is going.
I took the unforgivably early Ryanair flight out from Dublin, arriving at Edinburgh airport in just over an
hour. It was great to catch up with fellow librarians Niamh Lucey and Louise Farragher and together we took
Edinburgh’s new tram to Princes Street. There was plenty of time to check in to the workshop, collect the
programme, bag, pens etc. There were tea, coffee and smiles on arrival and a warm welcome extended to all
visitors. The venue was Edinburgh University campus and the hotel I stayed at was walking distance.
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The keynote speeches were on Wednesday and Friday. I attended a workshop given by Dr. Hannah Spring
on ‘Planning your research project’. This was a good broad overview of quantitative research methods and
planning a project. Hannah has made her presentation available on the EAHIL website and there was a
handy ‘Contextagon’ workflow which will help anyone starting out on a research project to contextualise
their work.
The welcome reception was in the Playfair Library, Old College. I don’t think I ever would have found the
place if it wasn’t for a chance sighting of a man in a kilt standing next to an EAHIL sign up a side alley with
the sound of bagpipes bellowing in his general direction. Up until that point I had asked several Scots for
directions, nobody had ever heard of the place and there was no WiFi available on my phone. Thank
goodness for the man in the kilt! Playfair Library was an exquisite venue, with ample cheese and wine for
all attendees. A series of speeches were made by various Scottish library advocates including Marshall
Dozier, President of EAHIL and librarian at the University of Edinburgh. Like all welcome receptions this
was a chance to mingle and meet new librarians and old friends.
There were two keynotes on Thursday morning. Dr. Brettle spoke about the 3 ‘Ds’ of research: ‘Defining,
designing and doing’, in that order. She shared some of her tips for ‘doing’ including: look for examples of
similar studies, adapt existing studies to suit your own, think about how you are going to collect, analyse
and share results and make sure you have enough resources to carry out the research in the first
instance. Dr. Rivano Eckerdal spoke about interviewing as a qualitative research method with specific
reference to her own research. Her key message was that the world is a complex place and research
enhances our understanding of the world around us. She recommended that researchers strive to be
transparent about their choices of research methods and share their tools so others could build on their
learning.
Next I attended Christine Urquhart’s workshop on observation techniques. I had read three papers in
preparation for this so I was very pleased that my homework was done. You can test your own
observation by checking out www.theinvisiblegorilla.com. One of the problems with observation is that
one person will see something that another person will not necessarily see. Her advice was to combine
interviews with another qualitative method such as a focus group. An example we looked at was
observing how clinicians find information from the literature. We talked about interviewing them first,
carrying out a ‘contrived observation’ whereby we change the library room layout and observe their
information seeking behaviour and gather additional data. It is a complex type of research that requires
careful planning and ethics is a key consideration.
I attended a workshop on ‘Project and data management in systematic reviews’ by Margaret
Foster. Margaret is a formidable librarian and presenter. She had put serious thought and planning into
her presentation and it showed. She shared her experience of doing systematic reviews and her love of
data and all things quantitative. An average review takes between 1-1.5 years, but some are done in less
than one year, some can take over 10 years. The best number to have on a systematic review team is 5 or
less people. She talked about her systematic review service that she runs at her university library in
Texas. There is too much to fit into this review but I would recommend that anyone interested in
systematic reviews or setting up such a service for their library will seek further information by checking
out her LibGuide on the topic available at http://guides.library.tamu.edu/content.php?pid=188082. This
contains an excel spreadsheet which she created called ‘RIGOR (Research Instruction Guide On Reviews)’
an extremely useful resource for tracking and managing reviews.
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The dinner was held at the National Museum of Scotland and followed by a céilidh which was good
craic. There were plenty more kilts on view at this! On the final day, I attended another class in the
quantitative research section, this time centred on phenomenographic research. I didn’t know the first
thing about it but thought it sounded interesting. Turns out it was. The workshop was run by a double act
from the University of Sheffield. I was surprised but delighted to see our own Eva Hornung’s poster
hanging on the wall of the room as an example of best practice in phenomenographic research. Eva
received high praise from both professors for her PhD which used phenomenographic research methods
to examine Irish solo librarians’ conceptions of continuing professional development. So now that we
have an expert in our midst, we know who to go to for advice in this area.
The wrap up keynote was from Dr. Liz Grant. Her key message was about the equality of humanity. She
sees the LIS profession as a caring one and challenged librarians to be assertive and models of
equality. Her example was around research activity. Instead of being seen as ‘support staff’ we need to
say to people carrying out research in our organisations ‘let’s do this research together’ and that will bring
greater recognition for our profession. All eyes are now on LIS research. Let’s work together to build our
evidence.
Howarth, E. and Hoffman, M. S. (1984) 'A multidimensional approach to the relationship between mood and weather',
British Journal of Psychology, 75(1), pp. 15-23.

Little Free Library by Grace Hillis.
I love the idea of “Little Free Libraries” / “Free Wee
Libraries” (small standalone libraries based on the idea of
bring a book / take a book). People are encouraged to recycle
old materials where possible.
I bought a second hand bread bin on DoneDeal and got the
stool from my mum. The maintenance team in work joined
them together and painted it up, and a friend and I decorated
it with stickers. Check out Google Images for examples of “Little Free Libraries” and “Free Wee
Libraries”. Better still, make your own and register it with one of them and get on the map!

Upcoming events


Introduction to RDA, University of Limerick, 24 September 2015



NPD Ireland—The Social Librarian, Rathmines Public Library, 17 October 2015



UKeiG Training: Getting to grips with developing and managing e-book collections: an
introduction, London, 25 September 2015



Developing a digital strategy for your library: embracing mobile technology, London, 13 October
2015



UKeiG Training: Essential non-Google search tools, London, 03 November 2015
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Living the Vida digital
By Diarmuid Stokes
In Switzerland back in 1990 when Tim Berners-Lee was creating the World Wide Web (WWW), he was
imagining a digital world where people created content as well consuming it. However when the WWW
initially developed this dream didn’t really pan out. Content was created but it was largely seen as something
others did, people who were tech savvy and even IT professionals. Web 2.0 has seen this perception change
and has facilitated the rise of 'digital citizens’ who daily create and share digital content on a variety of
platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter, Soundcloud, etc. Below are some tools that anyone can use to create
their own digital content and manage their digital lives.
Optical Character Recognition has the potential to create, among other things, the paperless office. These
days the cheap availability of 3-in-1 printer/scanners make it perfectly feasible to become your own in-house
scanning operation. Free OCR to Word will convert your scanned images and export the text to Word.
gImageReader uses Google developed technology to detect page layout, and allows you to edit and spellcheck within the product. If you want to use mobile technology, the built-in OCR tools within apps like
Evernote or OneNote together with the inbuilt cameras on your mobile device allow you to scan and convert
the images to text.
Fancy creating your own audio content? If you’re using a computer, the big name in free audio editing
software is Audacity. It’s available for most operating systems and with the addition of a microphone you can
easily produce high quality audio. Smartphones and tablets also have plenty of options to help you edit your
audio. For IOS you can try Hokusai Audio editor or for Android try WavePad Audio Editor Free. How good is
the end product? Since more and more people are trying this out for projects such as podcasts, it’s very easy
to find some good examples of what is possible.
For me, one of the barriers to stress free travel is the inevitable language barrier. Luckily, the internet is here
to help. Major data crunching efforts from Google have seen the development of Google Translate which will
effortlessly translate any text into a number of languages. It is also available for mobile devices, thus further
reducing anxiety. In addition, Google Translate offers the ability to use the camera on your phone to display
text, from perhaps a menu, and see Google Translate replace the foreign words with their English equivalent.
How about talking to your computer? Both Windows and OS X have voice recognition baked into the
operating system. These days the quality of recognition has immensely improved and the amount of training
required to use it effectively has plummeted. In fact Apple claim that no setup or special training is required.
Google has voice recognition built into its apps such as Google Docs, though sometimes you feel it will
struggle with an Irish accent, but perhaps that’s just me.
If you are not happy with the quality of the inbuilt software you can buy software such as Dragon
NaturallySpeaking, which is available for mobile devices as well. If it’s complete control you want in your
digital life you can now avail of digital assistants. These include Siri (IOS), Google Now (Android) or Cortana
(Windows). These digital personal assistants can access information such as contacts or location from both
your phone and the internet to respond to natural language queries in order to answer a range of questions
and also to remind you of events and even traffic conditions.
As we inexorably move towards our Matrix style future, with our deepening and increasingly immersive
digital existence, it’s nice to have the tools available to make it less painful and even enjoyable.
Truly, resistance is futile.
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CONUL Conference
By Diarmuid Stokes

I had a sense of deja-vu on 3 June as I headed to the inaugural CONUL conference. This was just a few
weeks after the superlative HSLG conference and I was back on the road to Athlone. Another reason for the
deja-vu was that the CONUL conference was set up to replace two long standing academic library
conferences, the Irish National and Universities Libraries (INULS) and Irish Universities' Information Systems
Colloquium (IUISC). These had been set up to give academic library staff a forum to gather, present, discuss
and network, but had fallen into abeyance in recent years.
The conference was designed to give as many people as possible an opportunity to present papers or
posters by having a programme that consisted of two keynotes and regular parallel sessions and numerous
opportunities for lightning talks as well. In addition, one of the aims of the conference was to encourage
people who hadn’t presented before to give their first paper at the conference.
After registration at the Radisson Blu Hotel, Athlone, followed by lunch, we started into the afternoon
schedule of talks. The first keynote was by Marshall Breeding who spoke at length about developments in
resource and discovery management platforms. Marshall went into great detail about developments in this
area and talked about how we are just at the start of a transition to web based services and how if we
haven’t integrated mobile responsive design we are putting ourselves at a competitive disadvantage.
The first of two strands of talks focused on Assessment and Evaluation. Speaker such as Michelle Dalton,
Ronan Kennedy and Peter Corrigan showed how they were gathering information and then using this to
inform their services. Most ambitious was Peter Corrigan who demonstrated how NUIG were attempting to
add meat to the bones of the comments received as part of the LibQual survey, which always seems to be
the Halley’s Comet, either having just been, or about to return again. As well as obtaining quantitative data
on the library’s activities, qualitative information is gathered. Interpreting this can be a long drawn out
process. NUIG’ is using natural language processing, text analysis and computational linguistics to identify
and extract subjective information from the qualitative information gathered. The aim is to be able to
perform sentiment analysis in just 15 minutes in future LibQual Surveys and then plot how sentiment
changes over time.
The next strand focused on information skills. Jack Hyland and Elaine Bean spoke on the successes they’ve
achieved in DCU and Maynooth University respectively. They pointed out that their efforts are so highly
regarded within their universities that they have developed digital badges and certificates to let students
demonstrate what they have learned. They also spoke about how the next step is to use technology to
create, develop and maintain control over their own content. Brian Gillespie spoke entertainingly on digital
literacy. While 81% of students used mobile devices for study purposes and 77% said that IT had a positive
effect on their grades, it seems that many institutions pay little more than lip service to digital literacy and
regarded it merely as an add-on. A digital veneer, as he calls it.
We then broke for the conference which saw an entertaining pre-dinner speech from Mary O’Rourke and
intensive networking sessions by library staff well into the night.
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The second day was kicked off with a keynote from Professor Sarah
Moore who is Chair of the National Forum for Enhancement of
Teaching and Learning and Associate Vice President Academic at the
University of Limerick. She started her talk by asking the room to
think about two questions.
1. What role do librarians play in the enhancement of Teaching and Learning?
2. What role could librarians play in the enhancement of Teaching and Learning?
Among the answers from the librarians to question one were knowledge management, provision of
learning spaces, information and study skills and the intriguingly named ‘proprietors of possibility’.
Answers to question two saw calls for librarians to be more connected to the curriculum, high levels of
digital literacy skills, collaboration between institutions and management of research data.
Sarah pointed out that many of the Forum’s research issues are already embraced by libraries. As a
country, the attention that we pay our libraries is an indication of what we think of education and
teaching and learning. She felt that a big risk facing libraries is invisibility. Great libraries risk going
unnoticed because they are always there and quietly get on with doing their job. Sarah declared that
libraries are where teaching and learning are introduced to each other and where scholarship and
learning go hand in hand. She gave a stirring cry to action, saying that if we are not being invited to
important strategic discussions on teaching and learning, then we need crash the party to show that we
are needed. She ended by telling us that it’s time to shout about our transformational roles as tour
guides of knowledge
The next strand was on Research Communication. Key to this area was technology. Fiona Tuohy from
Maynooth University spoke about improving their communication skills and increasing their Social
Media profile by creating videos using free video editing tools and Bernadette Gardiner and Emma
Boyce also from Maynooth University showed how they innovatively used a blog to highlight library
activities for a Quality review. Joseph Greene and Michael Ladisch from University College Dublin
showed how they engage with their research community by focusing on areas such as bibliometrics and
a Research Repository which are of key interest to academics and researchers for personal promotion
and raising institutional profile. They also showed how they are using altmetrics to increase interest in
the Research Repository.
The penultimate strand was Digital and Special Collections. This saw Audrey Drohan and Orla Roche
from UCD showing the extreme lengths that they have to go to in order to create the Digital Library.
They pointed out that Library School is just a starting point for a library career and that some areas are
so new that there is no option but to learn on the job. Mary Bohan from NUIG showed that nothing is
ever new by talking about a 19th century NAMA in the shape of the Encumbered Estates Court and
illustrating this by the collection of Landed Estates Sale Notices. While the trend is towards digitisation,
she talked about how the fact that their collection is still available in print gives researchers information
on 19 century printing, topographical drawings and bindings. Elaine Harrington from UCC showed that
th

engaging undergraduates with special collections prepares them for a future in research and teaches
them handling skills and develops handwriting deciphering skills.
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The last strand dealt with Staffing our Services. Debra McCann from UCD talked about how staffing
shortages led to increasing student worker involvement in the library. She spoke humorously about how
the library successfully got students from five different cultures to work smoothly together and the need
at times to offer advice about behaviour, attire and use of language.
The final speaker was Jane Burns who gave a rallying cry for the cause of Medical Humanities. Jane saw
that libraries have three main roles to play in Medical Humanities
·

Research/educational engagement and support

·

Data management/connecting and linking content

·

Alternative research platforms/ information narratives

The skills that librarians have in collation, contextualisation of information, repository management and
development make us natural players in Medical Humanities.
All in all this was a promising launch to a brand new conference which gave university libraries the
opportunity to show the innovative projects that they are doing. Hopefully other libraries can take
inspiration from these and put their own versions in place or to compare how their own efforts panning
out. It was welcoming to have a new forum for people to present for the first time. All the talks in the main
auditorium were streamed and are available on YouTube. One of the big successes was the time keeping
traffic light system which will be evident in all the videos. Its success can be gauged by the fact that this
was the first conference that I’ve been to that finished early!

The role of librarians in the Health Research Board
By Mary Dunne and Louise Farragher
The Health Research Board (HRB) is the lead agency in Ireland supporting and funding health research. We
currently have about 70 regular staff and interns working in our premises in Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2.
As well as funding research, the HRB staff manage five epidemiological databases in disability, mental health
and drugs and alcohol. The HRB is also the Irish focal point for the
European drugs agency. It was decided therefore to base the
national drugs library – the National Documentation Centre on
Drug Use (NDC) – here when it opened in 2002.
We have a physical library that is open to the public with access
to our books, journals and databases, though most people access
us through our website www.drugsandalcohol.ie.
The NDC was designed to make available all Irish drug-related
research in one place. However because simply providing access
to research does not mean that it can or will be used, over the
years we have developed services and resources that we believe
add value.
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NDC services and resources
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Staff of the NDC aim to work in a spirit of partnership with our community and other librarians so we can
fulfil our goals:
1.To be known as a reliable source of information on all aspects of the substance use situation in Ireland.
2.To deliver high quality information services and develop innovative and responsive knowledge resources.
3.To contribute to the shift towards research-based approaches to decision-making in substance use work.
The NDC librarians have always facilitated the work of HRB staff through article provision, database training
etc. Following a strategic review of the HRB in 2010, a new evidence centre was developed to provide the
Department of Health with rapid evidence reviews on emerging health policy topics. The importance of
having a health information professional as part of this team was recognised, and a specific embedded information specialist role was developed.
The information specialist works as an integral part of the evidence review team. By integrating the work of
the information specialist into the evidence review workflow, we are able to answer queries faster, work
more closely with the team through the review process (not just at the search stage) and be confident that
we have found and evaluated the best evidence available for our reviews. In addition to the more traditional library functions, the information specialist:
· develops and conducts search strategies of published literature and grey literature with the review team;
· oversees reference management using Endnote and Eppi Reviewer (and provides training on these
platforms);
· develops and maintains a Libguide of resources for the review team;
To date the team produce 4-6 evidence reviews per year, some of which are available here.
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Librarians and online privacy
By Caroline Rowan
Online privacy is something that everyone should take seriously. As librarians, it can be argued that we
have an even greater responsibility towards online privacy, as our roles entail dealing with information
regarding what our clients read and use and access. It was with great interest therefore that I attended
the “Librarians and Online Privacy” event organised by the Academic & Special Libraries Committee
which featured Alison Macrina of the Library Freedom Project in conversation with Eoin O’Dell.
Privacy, said Alison and Eoin is a component of many other things. You can't have intellectual freedom
without it. Privacy allows us to read what we want and to inform ourselves about politics or medicine or
health strategies or where governments are spending our money. It allows us to participate in groups
and activities without fear of reprisal or discrimination. It allows us to have opinions which differ from
the prevailing norm and the ability to make contact with others who share our views. It allows us to
explore new ideas and new ways of doing things.
Discussions in Ireland regarding privacy so far have been about reporters seeking access to information
and various government departments or politicians or business people trying to block access. The
conversation has been about the individual’s right to privacy or the surveillance which is carried on via
cctv, clickstreams etc. These debates, it was posited, are about the wrong thing. Governments are
becoming more secretive and eroding citizens power and that is what privacy discussions should be
about.
Breaches of legislation and human
rights by the US and UK
governments include spying and
snooping on their own citizens, as
well as on the citizens and
governments of other countries.
In Ireland, the Gardai have
widespread information retention
rights including recording of
phone-calls, putting surveillance
on cars etc. And, according to the
speakers, the only oversight is a single page letter from a judge saying he is satisfied that all is being
done in accordance with the law. By comparison, the UK produces a 200-page report on what the
government is doing each year in terms of surveillance.
So how does all of this impact libraries? In the US, national security letters are used to request
information on library patrons and these requests must be complied with without telling anyone you
have received it (gag order). Librarians began to deal with this by putting up warrant canaries.
Remember how miners used canaries in coal-mines to warn of gas? Well, the librarians’ canaries
were signs saying “The FBI has not been here. (Look very closely for the removal of this sign.)”. The gag
orders were challenged in the courts by a group of librarians.
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Project PRISM, which involved spying on the online communications of private individuals globally, was
discussed as was the collusion of many of the larger Silicon Valley companies with whom we are all
familiar. BLARNEY is a similar programme which concentrates on telecommunication companies and their
client data. Alison noted that the US outsources a lot of its intelligence to private companies so that they
aren't subject to the same data protection restrictions which would apply to government agencies.
The major challenge is that internet users are collaborating in the invasion of their own privacy. According
to Alison, Facebook has the best facial recognition software in the world. This is because every time you
tag yourself or someone else in a photo, you add to a profile on them. This can then identify an individual
based on the collated visual information. Now imagine what a private agency, or government agency
might do with that information. And it’s not just “big brother”, imagine what could happen if a hacker got
hold of all the information which these companies or agencies hold about us?
According to Eoin it only takes three publicly available
pieces of information to de-anonymise health data.
Frequently those who are collecting info are unaware of
how to secure it or the ethical implications of capturing
that data, says Alison.
Clearly the genie is out of the bottle and we can’t put it
back, but the most important thing is to be aware of,
and to make our users aware of, what is possible and
what may happen to their data so that they can make
informed decisions about how they use it. Alison
suggested a number of tools to help protect privacy:
using free and open source software, using a browser
such as TOR which provides IP level security and has
anonymous search options built in or using Mozilla
Firefoxwith appropriate privacy add-ons. You should
also update your software as soon as a new version is
available. Alison has a list of privacy tools and resources
on her website Library Freedom Project for both
personal and institutional use.
Who’s watching you online?

For those of you who may agree with the oft-cited
statement that those who have nothing to hide have
nothing to fear, Eoin pointed out that we all have lots of things we don’t want made public. Perhaps you
are in discussions with your bank about some arrears, maybe you have a medical condition you don’t wish
others to know about. Perhaps you don’t wish Target to start sending you material about pregnancy
before you have even told your parents you are pregnant. There are perfectly legitimate justifications for
being able to keep this information confidential.
On that final note, we then retired to the pub for further discussion and some well deserved drinks and
food. However, judging by the conversations which continued, there were many of us who would happily
have listened to Eoin and Alison continue the discussion for a few more hours. You can follow Alison on
Twitter @flexlibris and Eoin on @cearta.
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Book Review by Caroline Rowan
Library Analytics and Metrics: Using data to drive decisions and services
Edited by Ben Showers, 2015, Facet Publishing, ISBN: 978-1-85604-965-8
Metrics and data are key phrases on everyone’s lips these days, but what do we
actually mean when we talk about metrics and analytics? This book breaks down
what is a very substantial topic into bite-size chunks and then supplies case studies
to demonstrate how the topic is dealt with in real world situations.
There are 7 chapters covering topics such as “Library data: big and small”, “Data-driven collection management”, “Using data to demonstrate library impact and value”, “Using qualitative research to transform the library user’s experience”, Web and social media metrics for the cultural heritage sector” and
“Understanding and managing the risks of analytics”.
The case studies were, for me, the most useful part of the book, as they not only provided concrete
demonstrations of the concepts at play, but also included graphics, sample questions and tables. The
chapters are short and well divided so it is possible to dip in and out at a time and in a manner which fits
into a hectic schedule.
A book worth borrowing from your local academic library.

This is your HINT!
If you would like the opportunity to publish a conference report, review a book, share a Day
in Your Life, highlight a project you are working on in your library, or open a discussion on a
Health Science Library topic... Here’s your chance!
Contact the Editorial Team at the HSLG.

HINT is the newsletter of the Irish Health Sciences Libraries Group of the
Library Association of Ireland.
It is compiled & produced by the HINT Editorial Team.
Suggestions for content are always welcome so please send your ideas and
submissions to: Diarmuid.Stokes@ucd.ie or caroline.rowan.library@gmail.com
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